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Similar to illustration, technical modifications
reserved. Without decoration.

Technical data

Capacity: 2 Borde

Payload: 100 kg

Weight: 20.92 kg

Width: 1235 mm

Depth: 695 mm

Height: 1270 mm

Serving trolley in ERGO version with deep-drawn shelves.

Trolley in robust, self-supporting and hygienic design, made of high-quality stainless steel. Round tube frame

with welded, deep-drawn shelves with profile edge, lined with sound insulation on the underside, hygienically

folded and rebated inwards, designed for easy cleaning. As standard, the uppermost shelf is equipped with a

reinforcement strut on the underside, consisting of one diagonal and two longitudinal struts that are fully

welded to each other. Push bars integrated on both sides into tube frame ensure good manoeuvrability.

Optimised handling through ergonomic shape of one push bar up to a height of 49. 2'' (1265 mm). 4

polyethylene disc bumpers serve as bumpers and protect trolley on all sides as well as building-side walls from

being damaged. Trolley runs on 4 swivel casters of which 2 with total locks, ø 4.9'' (125 mm), with pin fastening.

The Hupfer serving trolley SW 10 × 6 / 2 ERGO is a welded model delivered ready for use, and features an

ergonomically optimised push bar with an installation height that gives the user horizontal and vertical access,

and ensures comparatively fatigue-free use. The model also features the greatest usable height between the

shelves in comparison to other products. The smooth and cavity-free raised edges makes this model easy to

clean, and prevents dirt from accumulating in the corners.


